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Agenda 
December 2, 2009

� Internal and External Agility

� BTM Research: Business Agility & Convergence

� Agility and Organizational Constructs

� Corporate financial performance and business                   

technology convergence

� Summary
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To Optimize Business Performance We Must Redefine:

How Technology 
Enables Agility…

How Businesses 
Evolve…

How People 
Collaborate…

…To Maximize 
Effectiveness

…To Meet Business Needs 
Quickly

…To Adapt and 
Respond 

Dynamically

Combining People, Process, and Information Capabilities
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� Only 74 of the original 500
companies in the S&P Index 
remained on the list 40 years 
later. 

– UPenn, InnovationLabs

� The number of CEOs who left 
their posts in 2008 was the 
highest in a decade. 

– LA Times

� Two-thirds of the 765 CEOs, 
business executives and public 
sector leaders in a survey said 
they expect their organizations 
to be inundated with change 
over the next two years. 

– IBM CEO Study

Are Agility and Innovation Necessary?

Source: Winning The 3-Legged Race, BTM 
Institute/Financial Times
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Customers Have Three Basic Needs for 
Evaluating Agility & Service-Orientation

Focus on 
Value

Exploit
Opportunities

Act with 
Speed

Do more with less
� Focus on cash/capital
� Create flexibility

Focus on the core
� Reprioritize businesses
� Revisit initiatives

Re-align relationships
� Assess financial stability of 

suppliers, partners and 
customers

� Revisit/renegotiate

Capture share
� Disrupt weak competitors
� Make selective acquisitions

Build future capabilities
� Protect & acquire talent
� Develop required assets

Change your industry
� Make bold moves
� Position globally

Manage change
� Communicate clear & 

simple goals
� Seek and leverage 

experience

Lead
� Get the information to act
� Set the agenda

Improve transparency
� Drive performance 

management & analytics
� Manage risk
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The Agile Enterprise

� The frenetic pace of business 
today has reduced the life 
expectancy of corporations. 

� The response has been a call 
for agility: the ability to move 
quickly to take advantage of 
change.

� Agile companies create 
processes and structures that 
allow them to know what is 
going on internally and 
externally. 

� Agility is achieved through
repeatable management 
processes, the imagination to 
see the organization in a 
different light, and a willingness 
to change.

Source: Winning The 3-Legged Race, BTM 
Institute/Financial Times
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The Art & Science of Agility

� Agile enterprises know what 
they need to know, (the sense
in sense and respond) by 
establishing relationships with 
customers, suppliers, partners 
and the public.

� Agile enterprises do what they 
have to do, (the respond in 
sense and respond) by 
creating structures and 
processes to understand the 
information they receive and 
to act upon it.

Source: Winning The 3-Legged Race, BTM 
Institute/Financial Times
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Constructs of Agility 

� Building an agile organization 
requires substantial investment 
and carries strategic risks

� Also required are:

� Flexible organizational 
constructs and behaviors

� Inclusive standards for 
strategic enterprise 
architecture

� A technology portfolio 
structured to balance between 
stability and agility

� A governance model that 
facilitates horizontal and 
collaborative decision making 
processes

Source: Sustained Innovation, BTM Institute 
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“Knowledge-based innovation is the super-star 
of entrepreneurship. And like most super-stars, 
knowledge-based innovation is temperamental, 
capricious, and hard to manage. 

One other key characteristic of knowledge-based 
innovations -- and a truly unique one -- is that 
they are almost never based on one factor but 
on the convergence of different kinds of 
knowledge, not all of them scientific and 
technological.”

- Peter Drucker, 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship, 1993

Peter Drucker on Knowledge-based InnovationPeter Drucker on Knowledge-based Innovation
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From Alignment To Convergence

Source: Hoque, et al, Winning The 3-Legged Race, BTM 
Institute/Financial Times

� Enterprises need to drive 
company-wide innovation and 
accelerate business initiatives 
that deliver rapid competitive 
advantage

� In a “Converged Enterprise”, 
business and technology 
activities are intertwined and 
leadership teams operate 
almost interchangeably is 
necessary to drive superior 
financial performance

� Achieving ultimate 
convergence requires a 
step-by-step management 
maturity improvement with 
a multi-disciplinary 
management approach
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Management Foundation for Convergence

Business Technology Management Functional Areas

�Essential management capabilities in the areas of: Governance & Organization, 
Strategy & Planning, Investment Management, and Strategic Enterprise Architecture
drive business technology Convergence

�Management maturity advancement in the above functional areas specify the journey 
and destinations needed for business agility and innovation and is the basis for 
financial performance

Source: Winning The 3-Legged Race, BTM Institute/Financial Times
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2009 Business Technology Convergence Index

� Observations made over the past 
7 years – 2001 to 2008

� Global enterprises based in the 
US and Canada

� The chart shows the plotting of 
the composite index database

Following years of collaborative research, the BTM Institute released a 
groundbreaking report illustrating companies that converge the business and 
technology sides of the house reap greater financial benefit. 

The Business Technology Convergence Index study of 2009 reflects the level of 
management maturity of over 50 industry categories:

Source: 2009 Convergence Index, BTM Institute
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Dimensions of Value

As a result of Convergence, there 
are a variety of associated benefits 
an organization can realize.

� Hard Savings
� Driving efficiency & effectiveness
� Reduction in materials spending
� Savings from higher productivity

� Soft Savings
� Optimized investment portfolio
� Cash flow improvement
� Cost avoidance in future periods

� Growth and Innovation
� Stronger, more differentiated 

customer propositions
� Increased speed to market and 

share of market
� Profitable revenue growth

Source: BTM Institute Research
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In the 2009 Baseline/BTM 500 report, the 
convergence maturity of U.S. public 
companies with 2008 revenues of $500 
million or more was rated on five levels 
(from low to high): 

Level 1: Initial 
Level 2: Repeatable 
Level 3: Defined (discernible alignment 
first occurs) 
Level 4: Managed (the threshold of 
synchronization) 

Level 5: Optimizing (convergence).

2009 Baseline/BTM 500 Study - Participants 

Source: 2009 Baseline/BTM 500 Research Report
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2009 Baseline/BTM 500: Top 100 Companies

Source: 2009 Baseline/BTM 500 Research Report
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2009 Baseline/BTM 500: Best Practices

Telco: A Philosophy of Partnership
Philosophy of information technology governance can be summed 
up simply: Make technology part of the business process, not an 

afterthought.

Source: 2009 Baseline/BTM 500 Research Report

Manufacturing: Supporting a Global Enterprise

Information technology organization has three 
primary goals: simplify the complex technology 
infrastructure, create the right alliance with 
business leaders and build a strong operation.

Insurance: Insuring Business Success
Success is based, in large part, on the 
information technology team’s ability to 
understand and deliver solutions that support 
business needs in the most efficient and cost-
effective way possible.  
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Business Process Enablers for Agility

To enable agility, process improvement and innovation initiatives must 
span a firm’s business network, which includes its customers, suppliers, 
and the regulatory environment. 

Source: Winning The 3-Legged Race, BTM Institute/Financial Times
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‘Extended Enterprise’ – Driver for Agility & Innovation

� Create an innovative 
environment by tapping 
into global knowledge 
workers

� Improve ability to impart 
cultural values and drive 
organizational diversity

� Increase global 
effectiveness through new 
resource potential and 
reduced attrition rates 

� Focus resources and 
attention on core 
business initiatives

Source: Winning The 3-Legged Race, BTM Institute/Financial Times
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Risk of Failure

� Risk may arise from 
choosing the wrong:
� Strategy
� Partners
� Systems

� Major categories of 
risk: target market, 
usage, requirements, 
complexity, planning 
& control, and 
organization

Source: Winning The 3-Legged Race, BTM 
Institute/Financial Times
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Reuse is incentivized; clear decision rights 
management; consistent, enforced policies

Governancethat makes it easy to 
make the right decision

IT is part of business strategy, not 
an afterthoughtInterdisciplinary skills

CIO is part of executive councilIT's strategic importance reflected 
in org chart

Broader and faster collaboration and 
decision-making across ecosystem

A non-complex, robust and resilient 
connectivity infrastructure

Active LOB participation 
in IT strategy formation

Deep, continuous alignment
between business and IT 

BehaviorsCharacteristics
What Does an Agile Organization Look Like?

Efficiently deliver and reusebusiness 
applications

Efficiencies are realized; applications 
fully meet user needs
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Service-Oriented Design provides the Agility

The Enterprise of the Future is:

� Hungry for Change
� Innovative Beyond Customer 

Imagination
� Globally Integrated
� Disruptive by Nature
� Genuine, Not Just Generous

Business & IT Alignment Produces Agility:
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Roadmap for Business Agility: Past, Present, & Future

� Think Strategically

� Act Tactically

�Architect with Agility
�& Business Value 
�at every step

Business

IT

Summary: What Makes The Difference

It’s all about bringing people together!
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